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Abstract 

 

In current days there were a great deal of assaults that happen in the field of software engineering and 

data innovation during the procedure of information transmission from one area to other area. Despite the fact 

that the information will be moved from one area to other with a substantial IPaddress and port number inside 

the system, there is an opportunity of happening assault during information transmission in any capacity. One 

among the few assaults is Energy assault or parcel dropping assault which goes under a few assaults that are 

accessible in writing. This vitality assault/transmission capacity comes in various manners dependent on their 

assault type. The procedure or technique for making a hub into lower vitality hubs by the gatecrasher inside the 

system and attempt to drop the bundles inside the system during correspondence. In this proposed application we 

attempt to plan a model known as SEED Protocol (Traffic and Energy Aware Routing) Protocol in wsn for 

distinguishing the best hubs dependent on their data transmission/vitality. The hubs which has high transfer 

speed will be picked as transmission hub and afterward information will be send in that hub as opposed to the 

hubs which has less energy. Here as an augmentation for the current paper we included execution investigation 

module as two charts. One is time defer diagram and other one is throughput diagram for the current application. 

Also as an expansion we additionally included External Bandwidth Attacker module through which an outside 

assailant attempt to make an assault during information transmission. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Internet of Things (IoT) imagines interoperability of heterogeneous gadgets to help differing applications, 

and the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) innovation is a significant structure square of IoT circle. Thought of 

heterogeneity (e.g., vitality, connect and computational heterogeneities) [1] can improve the presentation of 

WSN steering calculations as far as system lifetime, strength, unwavering quality, arrange delay, and so on. The 

vitality heterogeneity in WSN directing is sought after broadly; be that as it may, the connection and calculation 

heterogeneities, which are commonly utilized alongside the vitality heterogeneity, are moderately less 

investigated regions. In the early work in WSN steering calculations for vitality heterogeneous situations, Stable 

Election Protocol (SEP) [2] considers two-level vitality heterogeneity in Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering 

Hierarchy (LEACH) [3] like bunch head (CH) job pivot condition. SEP proposes weighted political decision 

probabilities dependent on the underlying energies of the hubs to give vitality rich hubs more odds of turning out 

to be CHs. The Distributed Energy-Efficient Clustering (DEEC) [4] considers staggered vitality heterogeneous 

WSN and lean towards hubs with higher starting vitality and lingering vitality for CH job .  

 

The heterogeneity regarding differences in information age rate (traffic) is considered under calculation 

heterogeneity [5]. Sharma et al. [6] dissected the impact of traffic heterogeneity in homogeneous WSN steering 

(LEACH) calculation. Vitality Dissipation Forecast and Clustering Management (EDFCM) [5] considers traffic 

heterogeneity alongside vitality heterogeneity in a quite certain two-level WSN. Further, EDFCM thinks about 

extra hubs (the executives hubs) to control the quantity of bunches, which settles on its regular appropriated 

confined dynamic conduct sketchy. The thought of traffic heterogeneity alongside vitality heterogeneity is 

significant for demonstrating practical WSNs with application heterogeneity and occasion driven situations. This 

letter thinks about both, vitality and traffic heterogeneities, with numerous irregular levels. A vitality model is 

introduced for the multi-heterogeneity situation, where thought of staggered traffic heterogeneity is a novel idea. 

A tale directing calculation named SEED is introduced, which considers hub's traffic necessities alongside its 

vitality levels while making CH choice. SEED shows enhancements as far as solidness period (dependable life 

expectancy of the WSN before the demise of its first hub) over existing calculations (LEACH, SEP and DEEC) 

under the situation. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
 

Writing overview is the most significant advance in programming improvement process. Prior to building up 

the instrument, it is important to decide the time factor, economy and friends quality. When these things are 

fulfilled, ten subsequent stages are to figure out which working framework and language utilized for building up 

the instrument. When the developers begin assembling the device, the software engineers need part of outer help. 

This help got from senior software engineers, from book or from sites. Before building the framework the above 

thought r taken into for building up the proposed framework.  
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1) E. Alami and Najid et al. [8], have composed a paper on "Stable Election utilizing three Fuzzy Parameters 

(SEFP) to build the system lifetime and solidness time". In this proposed paper the creators for the most part 

focussed about the various remarkable boundaries like hub power, base station separation and absolute 

separation between all the hubs and individual proximity separation between any two hubs. By considering every 

one of these boundaries we can ready to distinguish the exactness about the system life time and we can get the 

solidness of that current system, yet this is having one confinement like the proposed strategy is neglected to 

recognize the sink hub good ways from each group and its unwavering quality nature to distinguish the traffic as 

one of the most critical factor.  

 

2) Lee and Kao et al. [9] , have composed a paper on "Semi-conveyed grouping technique by considering a 

half and half of brought together gridding for the upper-level CH choice and dispersed bunching for the lower-

level CH selection".In this proposed paper the creators principally focused on the bunching strategy by taking an 

example of cross breed organize which contains a ton of hubs for sending the information under substantial way. 

This paper is essentially separated the system into a few groups and each bunch will contain two fundamental 

hubs one is upper level group head and another is lower level bunch head.The proposed creators is 

accomplishment in distinguishing those two boundaries in unique way with exact outcomes. Yet, the 

fundamental restriction with this current paper is there is no honesty and dependability for recognizing the best 

CH hub to convey the parcels from source to goal hub.  

 

3) A notable creator, Saidu et al. [10], have composed a paper on "An improved group based directing 

calculation by considering the rest of the intensity of hubs in the system while keeping up the ideal number of 

CHs all through the system lifetime". In this paper the creators principally focused on the subject of group head 

selection.In general the system is isolated into bunches and every single bunch ought to contain one bunch 

head(CH).In every single stage the bunch will attempt to discover the hub which is having high capacity to speak 

with others .  

 

4) Here we attempt to pick the bunch head hub alongside a substitute hub as bad habit group head for the 

substitute way. By and large for the principal endeavor the WSN_Router will pick the main bunch head with 

high outstanding force for correspondence and the individuals who are having the following high residual force 

will be picked as interchange CH or Vice CH node.The CH and Vice CH hubs will be switch one with another 

during the rest time for each current cycle so as to limit the force consumption.In this proposed paper the CH 

determination will take just power limitation factor while picking the best way however neglected to pick the rest 

of the components which are required for hub choice.  
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5) A notable creator, Khan et al. [11], have composed a paper on "Fluffy TOPSIS strategy dependent on the 

different measures dynamic for choosing CH and augmenting the system lifetime". In this proposed paper the 

creators for the most part talked about the five significant elements which are for the most part thought of while 

shaping the system. They are as per the following: remaining force, power utilization, Neighbor hubs Energy,the 

mean separation between contiguous hubs and good ways from the sink. Alongside these five unique boundaries 

we likewise need to discover the limit esteem dependent on intra and entomb bunch in multi jump WSN.In this 

paper the creators mostly focused on the key focuses for organize determination and how the exact traffic 

designation can be conceivable with the assistance of every one of these components and how might we lessen 

the inertness dependent on time basic applications.. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

In the existing system we try to use the  normal routing technique for sending packets from a valid source 

node to the destination node. In the existing system all the data used to transfer under a shortest path based on 

any of the shortest path algorithms like Prims,Krushal and so on. There is no method or concept like identifying 

a best path based on bandwidth or energy. Hence the data is divided into packets and each and every packet will 

be send to the destination under dedicated shortest path.If any one path is failed the same data will be transferred 

under next available shortest path. There is no concept like identifying the best path based on bandwidth or 

energy. 

LIMITATION OF EXISTING SYSTEM 

The following are the limitation of existing system. They is as follows: 

1 The existing system didn’t concentrated on the property of  cost (I.e. In terms of Energy) to the destination, 

however, becomes the bane of this approach, leading to poor delay performance in low to moderate traffic. 

2 In the existing system if there was any node failed in the network entire architecture need to be changed and 

hence it is a delay process. 

3 If the node which has very shortest distance to reach the destination has less energy or bandwidth, the same 

data may be transferred in the estimated time to the destination. 

4 There is no concept to identify the less energy nodes dynamically and choose a best path based on high 

bandwidth or energy nodes 
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IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 

In the proposed system we try to design a model known as Traffic and energy aware routing in wsn for 

identifying the best nodes based on their bandwidth. The nodes which has high bandwidth will be chosen as 

tranmission node and then data will be send in that node rather than the nodes which has less energy.Here one 

node will be choosen as cluster head and this Cluster head node will find out all the other nodes energy 

dynamically and pick one best node and in the same way all other  nodes were chosen under the best path.This 

will greatly reduce the packet delivery delay and also optimize the data loss. 

ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The following are the advantages of the proposed system. They are as follows: 

1 The Proposed system Mainly concentrated on the property of  cost (I.e. In terms of Energy) to the 

destination,  and greatly reduced a lot of time delay. 

2 In the proposed system if there was any node failed in the network all the nodes need not be changed, the 

cluster head dynamically picks an alternate node based on best energy and send the data under that node. 

3 There is a concept to identify the less energy nodes dynamically and choose a best path based on high 

bandwidth or energy nodes. 

4 IT is best in sending the data under wireless medium. 

 

5.  MODULES AND METHODOLOGY 

Implementation is the stage where the theoretical design is converted into programmatically manner. In this 

stage we will divide the application into a number of modules and then coded for deployment. We have 

implemented the proposed concept on Java programming language with JEE as the chosen language in order to 

show the performance this proposed protocol. The application is divided mainly into following 6modules. They 

are as follows: 

1) Source/Sender Module 

2) Router Module 

3) Destination/Receiver Module 

4) Router Manager Module 

5) Attacker Module(Extension Module) 

6) Performance Analysis Module 
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5.1 Sender Module 

In this module, Source browse the file, select the destination and sends to the router. In Source while 

uploading the file, divide the data into packets and then uploads the file. File content will be initialized to all the 

nodes.Here the source need to enter the valid IP address for sending the data from source to destination via 

router. 

5.2 Router  Module 

In this module, router consists of four Networks/Clusters, each cluster contains specific nodes. When 

Source sends the file initially it comes to the Network1 and passes through the Network1 nodes, if any 

congestion/Energy attack found in the Network1 node,  It automatically selects the another node an moves to 

Network2 and Network 3 and Network4 and reaches the destination. The energy size also be modified, view the 

Network details. In the router the router can select one node from each cluster and treated as CH node(Cluster 

Head) ,and it greatly reduces traffic by omitting other low energy nodes. 

5.3 Receiver   Module 

 In this module, Receiver will receive the file from the sender via router under shortest path based on 

energy. Here the receiver can receive file only if he is a valid user and those who don’t have permissions cannot 

be receive the file from the sender. 

5.4  Router  Module 

  In this module, ROUTER MANAGER views the attacker details by checking the energy details 

and find attackers.He is the one who acts as a back bone functionality for the router in verifying the attacker 

node details inside the router. 

 

5.5  Attacker  Module 

 This is an extension module in which the external attacker selects the Network and a node, gets the 

original energy size and modifies the energy size for the node. In this way an external attacker try to create an 

attack inside the network and try to disturb the data flow. 

5.6  Performance Analysis  Module 

  This is an extension module in which the performance of data transfer can be calculated in two 

ways : One is Time Delay , Another is Throughput 

So in this module we can able to find out the time delay and throughput delay for each and every data transfer 

which is done from source to destination nodes 
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VI. RESULTS WITH SCREEN SHOTS 

 

Router Choose the Best Path 

 

Figure Represents the Best Path 

Router is Started 
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Figure Represents the Router is Started 

Data is Received Successfully 

 

Figure Represents the Data is Received Successfully 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
 

Thought of multi-heterogeneity in WSN directing calculations can help in accomplishing ideal asset use 

in practical situations. This letter considers WSN hubs with irregular degrees of vitality and traffic 

heterogeneities. It devises a traffic and vitality mindful directing (SEED) strategy with an improved CH choice 

technique, which considers hub's traffic alongside its underlying vitality and remaining vitality. SEED performs 

better, regarding security period, over inheritance calculations (LEACH, SEP and DEEC) in the 

multiheterogeneous situation. Further, the multi-heterogeneity idea (particularly the traffic heterogeneity 

thought) could be useful in growing more powerful steering calculations for practical WSNs and Internet of 

Things applications with heterogeneous detecting necessities.  
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